Respiratory muscle electromyogram and mouth pressure during isometric contraction.
When extra-diaphragmatic muscles are activated progressively under approximately isometric conditions, we expect a corresponding increase in respiratory muscle output. Therefore, we examined relative recruitment shown as the latency to onset of EMG activity, and the relationship between mouth pressure and electromyogram activity of the neck accessory and transversus abdominis (TRANS) muscles during respiratory maneuvers against occlusion. Fine wire electrodes were inserted into the scalene (SCLN), sternocleidomastoid (STERNO), trapezius (TRAPZ) and TRANS in six awake, healthy subjects. Mouth pressure, raw and moving average EMG signals were recorded during gradual production of expiratory or inspiratory mouth pressure to maximum (MPmax) at FRC in the standing posture. Group mean linear regression lines of EMG activity versus mouth pressure were strongly significant for SCLN and TRANS, less for STERNO, and least for TRAPZ. The SCLN and STERNO showed EMG activities with low, and TRAPZ showed EMG activity only with high, mouth pressure. At 90% MPmax, TRAPZ was much less active compared with TRANS, SCLN, or STERNO. These results suggest that over a wide range of respiratory effort there is a significant difference in the relationship between mouth pressure and EMG activity in the accessory muscles, with differential recruitment of individual respiratory muscles.